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ATTITUDES TO LEARNING 
 

Positive attitudes to learning are crucial for you to be successful. Attitudes to learning (ATL) are informed by your Class Charts record of behaviour for each 
subject and reflect your contribution to your learning. ATL allows positive behaviours to be recognised and rewarded. They also help you to identify reasons for 
any poor performance and give you an opportunity to address any areas for concern. The ATL descriptors will be reported formally to your parents / carers. 
 
Outstanding  
 
I am always punctual, I am organised with the correct equipment and books 
and I wear my uniform in line with the Uniform Policy. 
I fully engage in lessons,  I always try my best and I can act upon my own  
initiative and work independently. 
I am always polite and respectful, and I am keen to learn and participate in  
class which ensures I make the best progress. 
I am focused on my learning, never disrupt others and I take pride in my work 
and present it to a high standard. 
I always complete homework to the best of my ability and submit it on time. 
 

Requires Improvement 
 
I can sometimes be late to class, I do not always have the correct equipment 
for learning or the correct uniform. 
I can be polite and respectful but sometimes need reminding of good manners 
and to stay on task. 
I can be distracted and lack focus and do not always complete tasks to the 
best of my ability. I can be disruptive and disrupt others and this can impact 
negatively on the learning of others in the class. 
My homework is often incomplete or not completed to the best of my ability.  
 

Good 
 
I am punctual, I am organised with the correct equipment and books and I 
wear my uniform in line with the Uniform Policy. 
I engage in lessons, am polite and respectful, take responsibility for my 
learning and follow the teacher instructions. 
I complete all tasks and do not disrupt the learning of others. My work is 
presented to a good standard. 
I complete my homework to a good standard and submitted it on time. 
 

Inadequate 
 
I am often late to class, I frequently do not have the correct equipment for 
learning or I have forgotten my their book. I sometimes do not have the 
correct uniform. 
I sometimes need instructions repeating before I will respond correctly. I can 
show a lack of respect for my class mates or staff by being poorly behaved. 
I do not always participate in lessons and I am not engaged in my learning and 
this results in disruption to the class and learning of others.  
I need frequent reminders to stay on task resulting in persistent low level 
disruption to learning.  
My work is often of an inadequate standard and my homework is often not 
completed on time. 

 


